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Abstract: Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) is a highly flexible experimental methodology for the
growth of thin films of a broad variety of materials, based on the generation of laser-induced plasmas
(LIP) with material ablated from a solid target and on the transfer of the ablated material to a substrate.
This review is focused on carbon-based materials—specifically, diamond-like carbon (DLC), graphene
and carbyne—and will both discuss the influence of the most critical experimental parameters on the
obtained materials and present the experimental developments proposed in the recent literature to
tailor the properties of the deposited films and optimize the standard PLD technique for production
of various carbon-based materials.

Keywords: pulsed laser deposition (PLD); diamond-like carbon (DLC); graphene; carbon-atom wire
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1. Introduction

Italian writer and Holocaust survivor Primo Levi, a chemist by education and trade,
closed his 1975 short story collection The Periodic Table with the tale of a carbon atom, from
a very static existence as CaCO3 in a rock (“Our character lies for hundreds of millions of
years, bound to three atoms of oxygen and one of calcium, in the form of limestone”) to an
extremely active one as part of the nerve cells of the author himself in the act of writing the
very short story Carbon (“It is that which at this instant, issuing out of a labyrinthine tangle
of yeses and nos, makes my hand run along a certain path on the paper, mark it with these
volutes that are signs: a double snap, up and down, between two levels of energy, guides
this hand of mine to impress on the paper this dot, here, this one.” [1]).

While the carbon atom journey described by Levi is clearly a literary device produced
by the author’s imagination, most science students and scholars are familiar with the
central role of this element in both inorganic and organic chemistry. Carbon atoms can
bind with each other with three possible hybridizations (i.e., sp, sp2, sp3) and the element
can, therefore, exist in a variety of allotropes. Some of these have been long known, such as
diamond and graphite, while others have been recently discovered, such as graphene and
fullerene, and there are still others whose existence has not yet been unequivocally proven,
i.e., carbyne. Carbon allotropes, their derivatives and their corresponding hybridizations
are schematically reported in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Carbon allotropes with their corresponding hybridizations and derivatives. Here, graphite 
is indicated as being derived from multiple stacked single-layer graphene sheets. Adapted with 
permission from [2]. Copyright 2022, Elsevier. 

This great structural variety corresponds to an equally ample variety of mechanical, 
thermal, electrical and chemical properties of possible use in myriad fields of science and 
industry [3,4]. 

Therefore, many experimental techniques have been and are still being developed to 
produce C-based materials with controlled chemistry and morphology, aiming both to 
implement scalable methods for industry applications and to gain fundamental insight 
into currently less understood aspects of carbon chemistry. These include chemical meth-
ods, such as chemical synthesis [5–7], Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) [8–13], pyrolysis 
[14–16] and Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) [17–20], and physical deposition methods, 
such as sputtering [17–20] and Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) [21–23]. 

Laser-based techniques, including Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD), have been emerg-
ing in the last two decades as some of the most efficient and versatile methods for the 
synthesis of thin films and nanoparticles of myriad materials, ranging from electronic and 
biocompatible ceramic materials, metals and composites, metal oxides and high-temper-
ature superconductors (HTSCs) to the C-based materials of interest in this review [24–33] 
(and references therein). 

Virtually any kind of carbon-based material has been deposited by PLD, ranging 
from amorphous carbon materials containing mixtures of carbon atoms with various hy-
bridizations to predominantly sp3-hybridized diamond-like carbon (DLC); sp2-hybridized 
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This great structural variety corresponds to an equally ample variety of mechanical,
thermal, electrical and chemical properties of possible use in myriad fields of science and
industry [3,4].

Therefore, many experimental techniques have been and are still being developed to pro-
duce C-based materials with controlled chemistry and morphology, aiming both to implement
scalable methods for industry applications and to gain fundamental insight into currently less
understood aspects of carbon chemistry. These include chemical methods, such as chemical
synthesis [5–7], Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) [8–13], pyrolysis [14–16] and Atomic Layer
Deposition (ALD) [17–20], and physical deposition methods, such as sputtering [17–20] and
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) [21–23].

Laser-based techniques, including Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD), have been emerging
in the last two decades as some of the most efficient and versatile methods for the synthesis
of thin films and nanoparticles of myriad materials, ranging from electronic and biocom-
patible ceramic materials, metals and composites, metal oxides and high-temperature
superconductors (HTSCs) to the C-based materials of interest in this review [24–33] (and
references therein).

Virtually any kind of carbon-based material has been deposited by PLD, ranging
from amorphous carbon materials containing mixtures of carbon atoms with various hy-
bridizations to predominantly sp3-hybridized diamond-like carbon (DLC); sp2-hybridized
graphene, nanotubes, fullerenes and graphite; and sp-hybridized polyynes and carbon-
atom wires [34–36].

These techniques are based on generating a laser-induced plasma (LIP) with an intense
laser beam focused on the surface of a solid target of choice. During its expansion, the
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ablated material can interact with the background environment and ultimately deposit as a
thin film upon reaching a substrate.

Even from the simplified picture just provided, it is clear that intrinsic simplicity
is the main advantage of laser ablation techniques. The use of a source of energy, the
laser, that is external to the deposition chamber, and therefore independent of it, bestows
exceptional experimental flexibility to this technique. First and foremost, background gases
of different kinds, pressures and compositions can be used in the deposition chamber,
thus enabling a whole range of tunable chemical interactions between the ablated species
and the background gas itself. At the same time, various experimental arrangements are
possible with the same apparatus, in terms of both deposition geometries and additional
instrumental modules (such as support electrical discharges or magnetic fields).

Moreover, toxic precursors are not normally required, which makes PLD more envi-
ronmentally friendly than techniques such as CVD and chemical synthesis, and its milder
operating conditions can result in a lower-cost experimental apparatus, particularly when
using nanosecond lasers.

On the other hand, PLD also has some important drawbacks, such as the high di-
rectionality of the plume, which can result in film inhomogeneity (in terms of chemistry,
thickness and uneven substrate coverage) and the presence of particulates, which requires
careful experimental optimization, especially for applications such as high-performance
optics and electronics where stringent quality requirements of smoothness and defect
density must be met.

This review will start by providing an overview of the fundamental processes under-
lying PLD (Section 2). It will then review experimental methods and results reported in the
PLD literature (focusing especially on the period 2003–2023) for the generation of C-based
materials with each possible hybridization, from sp3 DLC (Section 3), to sp2 graphene
(Section 4) and sp carbyne (Section 5). It will then draw some conclusions on the state of the
art and outline some possible future directions in this exciting field of research (Section 6).

2. Fundamental Concepts of PLD

In PLD, the laser beam is focused on a rotating or translating target placed inside
a vacuum chamber, which also contains a substrate at a given distance from the target
and is equipped with optical windows for laser access and optional online spectroscopic
monitoring, a pressure gauge and a vacuum system consistent with the level of vacuum
required by the chosen experimental conditions. Figure 2 schematically shows a typical
experimental apparatus for PLD.

The PLD process can be thought of as divided into three different steps: material
ejection upon target irradiation; plasma expansion; and deposition of ablated material on
the substrate.

A detailed description of the first two steps (laser ablation and laser-induced plasma
evolution) would be beyond the scope of this review, but a simplified overview is nonethe-
less provided below. Interested readers may find additional resources on laser-induced
plasmas in [37–42].

The transfer of electromagnetic energy during the laser–matter interaction transfers
energy to electrons in the target, which can result in the vaporization (i.e., ablation) of the
irradiated portion of the target and the atomization, ionization and excitation of the ablated
material. This series of events is referred to as laser-induced breakdown (LIB) and is a
threshold phenomenon that can only occur if the power density of the laser (irradiance,
usually measured in W/cm2) exceeds the breakdown threshold of the material. Several
phenomena can combine and contribute to the breakdown to extents that depend on the
employed laser source (wavelength, pulse duration, irradiance) and on the irradiated
material (state of aggregation, physical–chemical characteristics).
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deposition chamber with optical access for the laser and optional online spectroscopic diagnostics;
target and substrate holder; vacuum system; and pressure gauge.

Broadly speaking, the LIB tends to be dominated by thermal effects with lasers having
long pulse amplitude (i.e., in the order of nanoseconds) and long wavelengths (i.e., IR),
especially with metallic targets. The thermal character is more limited with short wave-
lengths (i.e., UV) and, even at long wavelengths, with short and ultrashort pulse amplitudes
(i.e., in the order of picoseconds and nanoseconds). For the latter, the ablation is mostly
electrostatic because the timescale of electron–phonon collisions is longer than the duration
of the laser pulse itself (two-temperature ablation model), which causes fast ejection of
electrons and subsequent ablation of the positively charged lattice (Coulomb explosion).

Once ablated, the material expands at supersonic speed, in a direction roughly orthog-
onal to the target, and de-excites, mostly by electron impact but also emitting radiation. In
the case of nanosecond pulses, the tail of the laser pulse can interact with the already-formed
plasma and transfer further energy to the ablated material through inverse bremsstrahlung.

The radiation emitted by the expanding plasma can be detected and used for online
process diagnostics and determination of fundamental plasma parameters, such as tem-
perature and electron density. The optical emission spectroscopy of LIPs is referred to as
Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy, or LIBS (or, less frequently, LIPS, Laser-Induced
Plasma Spectroscopy [43–50] (and references therein)).

The persistence time of the LIP plume depends on the laser source (with ns-LIPs
lasting longer than ps- and fs-LIPs) and on the background environment where it has been
generated, which can be a gas at atmospheric, reduced or high pressure; vacuum; or a
liquid [51,52]. During its evolution, the LIP can physically and chemically interact with
the background environment and can thus produce materials with the same or different
chemistry than the target from which they have been generated [28–30]. In the case of a
gaseous background, these materials can deposit as thin films on a substrate positioned
at a given distance from the target, and the technique is referred to as PLD. In the case
of a liquid environment, they can form a colloidal dispersion of nanoparticles, and the
technique is referred to as Pulsed Laser Ablation in Liquids (PLAL).

While carbon-based materials can be and have been successfully synthesized by
PLAL [53–57], this review will not address this technique in detail and will instead focus
exclusively on PLD, specifically for the deposition of carbon-based thin films. Interested
readers are referred to several review and perspective papers that have appeared in the
recent PLAL literature for details on this experimental method [58–60].
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To complete this introduction to PLD, a brief mention is given here to the main issues
correlated to the actual deposition of ablated particles on the substrate surface and the
experimental strategies to improve the film quality.

The production of particulates is an intrinsic problem in PLD, and its occurrence
can be affected by many experimental parameters, such as laser fluence and wavelength,
background gas pressure and substrate-to-target distance, as well as by the chemical nature
of the irradiated target [28–30].

Particulates generated during PLD can be of three different kinds, each arising from
a different phenomenon: (1) solid particles of irregular shape and micro- to nano-sized
dimensions, which can be formed by the detachment of target fragments due to laser-
induced mechanical and thermal shock, especially in the presence of surface irregularities
such as cracks and pits, or even by the sudden escape of gas bubbles trapped in the target;
(2) liquid droplets of micron and submicron dimensions, which can originate from the
ejection of molten material from subsurface superheated layers and the recoil pressure
of the just-formed plasma on the molten pool, especially when the ablation event is very
fast; (3) nano-sized particles, produced by condensation and chemical reactions of plasma
species with background gas species, particularly at high background pressures.

While a disadvantage when depositing films with the same composition as the target,
the formation of this third kind of particulate can be a useful tool to synthesize materials
with different chemistry and can thus be tailored accordingly by acting on pressure and
composition of the background gas (reactive PLD) [28,29].

The amount of solid particulate can be minimized by using targets with smooth and
polished surfaces, and non-porous materials with high and constant density.

Liquid droplets depend in a complex way on the process parameters, and though the
high heterogeneity of materials that can be irradiated for PLD purposes make any gener-
alization difficult and scarcely significant, some guidelines can nonetheless be provided,
particularly concerning the influence of laser wavelength, fluence and background gas
pressure [30]. First, the smaller the absorption coefficient, the longer the laser penetration
depth, and the higher the particulate density and dimensions; therefore, when irradiating
materials with an inverse proportionality between absorption coefficient and laser wave-
length, films deposited with longer wavelengths are expected to contain more particulates
than those deposited with shorter wavelengths.

Clearly, since laser ablation with different wavelengths and pulse durations occurs
with different mechanisms, such behavior cannot be generalized a priori but should be
verified on a case-by-case basis.

As for fluence, all materials show a certain threshold value which, when exceeded, can
cause ejection of droplets to increase rapidly. The threshold value is strongly dependent on
materials and lasers, and the particulate dimensions do not necessarily follow a monotonic
trend with fluence.

Finally, for what concerns the background gas influence, increasing pressure usually
increases the particulate dimensions, because the residence time of ejected droplets in the
gas phase increases, and so does the probability that they will undergo collisions, acquire
material and grow in dimensions. For the same reason, placing the substrate at a longer
distance from the target can promote the formation and deposition of larger droplets on
the substrate.

Two main approaches are possible to reduce the particulate and can be also combined
to obtain better results [28–30]: (i) destroying the particulate or preventing it from reaching
the substrate; (ii) acting on experimental parameters to limit the formation of particulate.

The first approach can be implemented with mechanical devices, such as a mechanical
velocity filter between the target and the substrate to stop heavy and slower particles, or with
geometrical deposition strategies such as off-axis growth. Since the flow of heavy particles is
more sharply directed (perpendicular to the target surface) than that of light ones, placing the
substrate either at a distance from the plasma axis (Figure 3b) or at an angle from the target
(Figure 3c), can improve the film quality, though reducing the deposition rate.
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non-line-of-sight geometries can be chosen to limit the amount of heavy particulate reaching the
substrate and, therefore, to reduce their incorporation into the growing film.

Another approach involves the use of an additional source of energy, such as a second
laser pulse, parallel to the target surface and suitably delayed with respect to the ablation
laser, to destroy the particulates in the plasma before they can reach the target. Instead of
a second laser pulse, a DC or RF discharge can be used to generate an additional plasma
between the target and substrate, thus also acting as a substrate activator and enhancing
ion bombardment thanks to the imposed negative bias [61,62].

3. PLD of Diamond-like Carbon

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) indicates a carbon thin film consisting of an amorphous
or crystalline mixture of carbon atoms with predominantly sp2 and sp3 hybridization, in
variable proportions, which can also contain sp-hybridized carbon atoms and hydrogen.

The higher the sp3-C percentage and the lower the hydrogen amount, the more similar
DLC is to natural diamond, and it can therefore show some of its remarkable properties. The
latter are summarized in Table 1, together with the related potential applications of DLC films.

Table 1. Mechanical, thermal and optical properties of natural diamond and related potential
applications of DLC [35,63,64] (and references therein).

Properties of Natural Diamond Applications of DLC Films

Mechanical hardness (~90 GPa)
Highest known bulk modulus (1.2 × 1012 N/m2)
Lowest known compressibility (8.3 × 10−13 m2/N)

• Protective and hardening coatings for cutting tools
• Wear-resistant and tribological coatings

Highest known thermal conductivity at room temperature
(2 × 103 W m−1 K−1) • Heat sink for laser diodes and integrated circuits

Optical transparency from deep UV to far IR • Protective coatings for optical elements in harsh environments
• Detectors for ionizing radiations (VUV and X-ray)

Good electrical insulator (resistivity at room temperature
~1016 Ω cm)
Possibility of doping to obtain wide band-gap
semiconductor (5.4 eV)

• Use in electronic devices as insulator or, if doped, as high
band-gap semiconductor

High chemical inertness and resistance to corrosion • Coatings and electrodes with high resistance to chemical attacks
• Coatings for medical instruments, implants and prostheses
• BiosensorsBiological compatibility (high inertness, low friction)
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Research efforts for DLC film production, therefore, have been primarily aimed at
developing strategies to maximize the sp3 fraction and minimize the incorporation of hy-
drogen into the film. In PLD, this can be achieved by acting on the three main experimental
parameters which, as mentioned in Section 1, can crucially affect the PLD process, i.e., laser
source; kind and pressure of background gas; and substrate.

Accurately optimizing these parameters can enable making the most of the specific
advantages that this technique can offer with respect to other well-established thin-film
deposition technologies, such as CVD and magnetron sputtering. These advantages include
milder and safer deposition conditions due to the absence of gaseous precursors, as well as
lower substrate temperature, which makes the technique more environmentally friendly
and better suited for depositions on delicate substrates (e.g., polymers [65,66], glass [67]);
the generation of carbon species with kinetic energies suited for the maximization of an
sp3-hybridized carbon atom fraction (discussed in the following); and the possibility of
growing hydrogen-free films, which can be desirable since hydrogenated DLC films feature
worse mechanical, optical and thermal properties than nonhydrogenated ones [31,68] (and
references therein).

Since graphite is the thermodynamically stable allotrope of carbon, the most common
targets used for PLD of DLC films are sintered, pyrolytic or glassy graphite, and the whole
process of laser ablation, plasma production and deposition of the ablated species is meant
to produce an sp2 → sp3 transition.

To do this, the C plasma species must reach the target, where they will start to nucleate
to form the DLC film, with an optimal kinetic energy value of around 100 eV [64]). This
energy, according to the so-called ion subplantation model, can promote the formation of
layers which contain the kinetically favored allotropic form of C, i.e., the sp3-hybridized
diamond. Incident particles with enough kinetic energy can reach deeper layers of the
growing film, thus occupying subsurface positions and enabling the formation of sp3 films
thicker than a few monolayers. On the other hand, C species with lower kinetic energy
cannot penetrate the outer film layers and remain on the surface. In this condition, the
thermodynamically favored sp2-hybridized graphite forms. Nonetheless, kinetic energy
values that are both higher and lower than the optimal one can be detrimental to the quality
of the forming film. If the C species have much higher kinetic energy, the ensuing ionic
bombardment can be too energetic, which can cause the growing film to be mechanically
and thermally damaged, exfoliated and, eventually, even desorbed.

This parameter should therefore be carefully controlled, which can be done by acting
on several experimental variables: laser source; additional energy sources; background gas;
target characteristics; and distance from the substrate. The effect played by each of these
variables and their consequences on the quality of the obtained DLC films are described in
the following section.

The focus of the following overview is on the diamond character since this is ultimately
the most important parameter of DLC films. Nonetheless, other important features include
crystallinity, substrate adhesion and homogeneity (in terms of thickness and particulate
density). Several of the experimental strategies that will be described in the following,
and that were meant to maximize the diamond character, have also been used to improve
these aspects. For example, accelerating C species and improving ion bombardment can
reduce the residual stress of the growing films, thus improving their adhesion to substrates,
while using additional sources of energy, such as double laser pulses or magnetic fields,
can reduce the amount of particulates and clusters reaching the substrate, thus improving
the film homogeneity [35] (and references therein).

3.1. Laser Wavelength, Fluence and Pulse Width

Figure 4, from the excellent review by Lu et al. [35], summarizes the most salient
results from the literature about the combined effect of laser wavelength and fluence on
the percentage of sp3 bonds. Generally speaking, the diamond character tends to increase
with decreasing wavelength and with increasing fluence, with the best results provided
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by excimer lasers (ArF 193 nm and, especially, KrF lasers, both having pulse duration
around 20–25 ns) and the worst provided by IR lasers (Nd:YAG 1064 nm, 7 ns). This
can be justified by the fact that UV lasers have higher photon frequencies; thus, they are
better suited to cleave chemical bonds in non-metals and produce carbon plasmas with a
higher ionization degree, while at the same time limiting thermal ablation effects, which
are typical of longer ablation wavelengths, such as the formation of clusters and melted
graphite droplets [31–35] (and references therein).
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Nonetheless, while a high sp3 percentage is generally desirable, an increase in this fea-
ture has also been observed to cause internal stress and poor substrate adhesion, especially
in films grown at high fluence. This suggests that, when working with pulse widths in the
order of nanoseconds, the best choice is using relatively low fluence and short wavelength.

Moreover, while thermal ablation effects can also be minimized with ultrashort lasers
(see Section 1), this does not necessarily translate into a higher sp3 fraction, as displayed in
Figure 4. Here, ultrashort lasers (780–800 nm, 80–150 fs) are shown to provide higher sp3

content than longer pulses at the same low fluences, but this percentage does not exceed
80%, thus causing ultrashort lasers to be outperformed by UV and visible nanosecond
lasers at relatively higher fluence. This is a direct consequence of the differences between
the LIP formation and evolution with long and ultrashort pulse widths, particularly the
lack of inverse bremsstrahlung and comparably less efficient ionization and translational
excitation in the case of femtosecond laser pulses and the larger amount of molecular
radicals directly ensuing from the target. Ultrashort lasers are, therefore, not the most usual
choice for PLD of DLC.

In addition to the pulse amplitude, the size and shape of the laser beam are other
factors that can have an important impact on the quality of the deposited films. With
tightly focused laser beams, the LIP expansion tends to resemble a point explosion, and
is therefore accompanied by a larger angular spread of the ablated species, while less
focused beams produce more forward-expanding LIPs. Consequently, more homogeneous
films can be grown with less focused beams since the ablation plume is tighter in this case.
This is also reflected in the fact that the shape of the beam’s cross section can affect the
plasma shape, expansion dynamics and geometry and, ultimately, alter the homogeneity
and quality of the growing films. Excimer lasers, which are currently the laser source of
choice for PLD of DLC, have rectangular cross sections. Therefore, plasmas generated
by such lasers can have an anisotropic expansion along the short and long axis of the
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rectangle (flip-over effect), thus affecting the sp3 fraction and growth rate of the DLC films
in turn [31]. Moreover, the occurrence of a peculiar V-shape in plasmas produced with
excimer lasers has been recently observed by Ursu et al. [69] and Cesaria et al. [68]. These
works, which described the formation of two lobes expanding at an angle from each other
and recombining into a single plume at later stages of the plasma evolution, indicate how
an accurate study of plasma dynamics and spatially resolved composition in the presence
of such unconventional expansion behavior could be key to significantly improving the
chemical and morphological quality of the deposited films.

3.2. Additional Sources of Energy

As discussed previously, carbon species are required to have an optimal kinetic en-
ergy (100 eV) to maximize the sp3-C fraction, both to enable ion subplantation and to
diffuse across and underneath the film surface. Besides acting on the laser source, as
described in the previous section, various other strategies have been tested to provide the
required energy.

The first of these approaches is activating the surface by inducing energetic ion bom-
bardment, which can be done in two main ways: (i) accelerating the plasma ions by adding
a negative bias to the substrate, which is effective with IR laser sources, but not with the
more commonly used UV laser sources [70,71]; (ii) assisting the deposition with inert gas
ion beams with optimized energy [72–75]. In particular, Ar ions with an energy of a few
tens of eV proved able to almost double the sp3/sp2 ratio, while other inert gases (i.e., Xe),
reactive gases (i.e., N2, O2) and Ar itself at different energy values were not as effective and,
in some cases, even detrimental to the growing film [75].

Other variants of the standard technique have been tested, aiming to modify the
LIP expansion dynamics and increase the ionization degree and ion bombardment by
introducing additional excitation sources. For example, supporting the LIP expansion
with magnetic fields can efficiently confine and drive the plasma ions to the substrate,
and improvements both in terms of the sp3 fraction and mechanical and morphological
properties have been observed with respect to depositions carried out in the absence of
magnetic fields [76,77].

Another approach, which aims to control the kinetic energy and ionization degree of
the C plasma species, as well as reduce the density of molecular clusters, involves the use
of laser pulse shaping and synchronous or temporally delayed double laser pulses to ablate
the target [78,79]. Here, the expression “double laser pulses” is meant to indicate that both
pulses are focused on the carbon source target, either at the same time or with a suitable
inter-pulse delay. On the contrary, in “double laser beam” or “dual PLD”, two different
laser beams are focused on two different targets, so to produce a composite or doped DLC
(see for example [80–84].

As an alternative to dual PLD, PLD assisted by magnetron sputtering has also been
tested, where the second laser source is replaced by a DC magnetron providing a flow of
dopant atoms [80,85,86].

Finally, providing additional energy to C adatoms by heating the substrate has also
been tested, and proved ineffective at increasing the sp3 fraction, as it appears to not only
increase the film graphitization but also degrade its mechanical properties and surface
quality [87–92]. As will be described in Section 4, in fact, this is an effective method to
maximize the sp2 fraction of the deposited films, which is undesirable in DLC but highly
beneficial when the goal is depositing graphenic materials.

3.3. Type and Pressure of Background Gas

Emission spectroscopy of laser-induced plasmas, i.e., LIBS, clearly shows that the
chemical nature and pressure of the background gas have a profound influence on the
physical–chemical characteristics of the plasma in terms of ionization degree, expansion
dynamics, persistence time and rate of elementary processes such as recombination and
dissociation, both between the plasma species themselves and with the background en-
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vironment [51,52]. It is no surprise, therefore, that another well-established approach to
maximizing the sp3 fraction is carrying out the depositions in an atmosphere containing
reactive gases which can both affect the sp3/sp2 balance and be integrated as dopants in
the growing film.

For PLD of DLC and related materials (such as nanocrystalline diamond), the most
effective and widely used reactive gas is hydrogen, analogously to CVD of diamond films,
which is usually carried out in a reactive atmosphere containing variable percentages of
hydrogen. This gas plays a crucial role in diamond growth by selectively etching carbon
atoms with sp2 hybridization and stabilizing sp3 bonds (see, for example, [93–98]).

An oxygen atmosphere has proved to be quite as efficient to increase the diamond
fraction in the deposited film, though following a different mechanism [99–105].

Both gases can selectively etch sp2-C, thus leaving a higher sp3-C fraction in the film;
but, while oxygen molecules react as such, and are therefore effective even at low pressure,
only hydrogen atoms are reactive with sp2-C. A higher hydrogen pressure is therefore
needed for molecules to collide, dissociate and produce reactive atoms, which in turn
can affect the deposition process by slowing down the C-plasma species and potentially
limiting the sp3-C percentage in the film.

Other reactive gases have also been used, such as hydrogen-containing gases (e.g.,
C2H2 [106], CH4 [95,107]) and nitrogen [96–112]. Like molecular hydrogen itself, these gases
can only interact with the growing films after dissociation; therefore, a careful optimization
of their pressure is required to avoid too drastic a reduction of the kinetic energy of C ions.

Inert gases such as Ar and He are less appropriate, since their effect, especially at
comparatively high pressure, mostly amounts to slowing down the C plasma species, thus
increasing the density of molecular clusters and limiting the sp3-C fraction in the deposited
film. For example, in [113], Ar and He atmosphere at pressure higher than 200 mTorr
yielded mostly sp2-C films while, in [114], the deposits obtained in He in the pressure range
from 0.6 Pa to 2 kPa consisted of various kinds of nanosized cluster-assembled carbon films.

3.4. Effect of Target and Substrate Quality, Distance and Relative Orientation

A high-quality surface of the target and substrate, as well as their respective distance
and orientation, are other experimental parameters that can have a profound effect on the
quality of films deposited by PLD, and this is especially true in the case of DLC.

Rough surfaces of the substrate and/or target are linked to a decrease in the diamond
character, caused in both cases by a loss of kinetic energy of the ablated C species. Irregu-
larities in the substrate surface can hinder the diffusion of C atoms reaching the substrate
itself, thereby promoting their clustering and re-graphitization rather than the formation of
smooth films with sp3 bonds.

On the other hand, target surface inhomogeneity, either due to poor quality of the
starting material or caused by the formation of craters upon prolonged laser ablation, can
decrease the fluence of subsequent laser shots. This, too, can affect the plasma formation
and expansion dynamics, thus in turn indirectly altering the properties of the deposited
film [35]. Moreover, a coarse or heavily pitted surface is more prone to the ejection of
clusters and particulates, which can reduce both the sp3 fraction (since no sp2 → sp3

transition occurs) and the smoothness of the deposited film.
Finally, both on-axis and off-axis deposition geometries have been attempted, yielding

DLC films with different chemical, mechanical and electrical properties. As often observed
in PLD, the best results in terms of film homogeneity and mechanical properties are
obtained with off-axis configurations, in which the target and substrate are parallel but not
coaxial. In the DLC case, this effect is even more marked, due to the sp3 fraction relying
strictly on the kinetic energy of the plasma species and on the absence of clusters. The
plasma regions at small angles from the expansion axis are characterized by higher kinetic
energy and lower density of clusters and particulates than those at larger angular distances;
therefore, they are the most appropriate for growing high-sp3-C films. As previously
mentioned in Section 1, using an off-axis deposition configuration or mechanical shutters
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to screen the substrate from the plasma regions at larger expansion angles can ensure better
homogeneity, both morphological and chemical, of the deposited films [35,68]. Figure 5
summarizes the ways in which the experimental parameters discussed so far can affect
the sp3 fraction of DLC deposited by PLD, along with two examples of Raman spectra
representing the two opposite outcomes of the process, i.e., one DLC film with a high sp3

fraction and one disordered graphite film with zero sp3 fraction.
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Figure 5. Summary of the effect of experimental parameters on the sp3 fraction of DLC films deposited
by PLD. The experimental parameters listed on the left are those able to promote the sp2→ sp3 transition
and, therefore, form DLC films with the characteristic Raman spectral features reported on the bottom
left. The parameters listed on the right are those that proved ineffective at this task and are, therefore,
associated with the deposition of mostly sp2-C films with a degree of disorder induced by the laser
ablation and deposition process. The Raman spectral features of disordered sp2-C are reported on the
bottom right. Despite the same D and G bands (whose origin is discussed in the text) are present in
both cases, their aspect is profoundly different and clearly indicates the formation of two different
kinds of materials. The Raman spectrum of DLC shows the deconvolution of the D and G peaks (in
green), which are obtained with a two-Gaussian-peak fit (in red) and whose intensity ratio is one of
the main diagnostic criteria for the sp3-fraction evaluation (see text). Raman spectra images were
adapted from [115].

The spectral features shown in this image are the so-called D and G bands (around,
respectively, 1360 cm−1 and 1580 cm−1).

These signals provide an indirect estimation of the sp3 fraction because they both
originate from sp2-hybridized C atoms. The D band is due to a breathing mode of graphitic
rings, which is absent in perfect graphite and only arises in the presence of disordered rings,
while the G band results from an in-plane bond-stretching motion of pairs of sp2-C atoms.

While crystalline diamond has a highly diagnostic Raman peak at 1332 cm−1, which
unequivocally indicates the presence of crystalline diamond domains, this is not usually
observed in DLC spectra (and is, therefore, not reported here). This is because its cross
section to excitation with visible and NIR radiation (the excitation sources customarily used
in Raman spectroscopy) is 50–230 times lower than that of signals of graphitic materials.
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Moreover, even in DLC films with high sp3 content, the diamond domains are included in
an amorphous matrix, rather than assembled in an orderly crystalline lattice.

Therefore, rather than observing a spectral feature directly related to the sp3 hybridiza-
tion, the sp2 → sp3 transition is indirectly monitored through the evolution of the ratio
between the D and G peaks intensity (ID/IG) and the variations in the G peak position
along the amorphization trajectory, i.e., a three-stage model of bonding and ordering from
graphite to tetrahedral amorphous C (ta-C) [116]. In [116], it is reported that, along the
amorphization trajectory, these parameters do not change monotonically, but rather follow
the trend reported in Figure 6a.
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Figure 6. (a,b). (a) Schematic diagram of the three stages of the amorphization trajectory from
crystalline graphite (100% sp2) to tetrahedral amorphous C (100% sp3). NC-Graphite, a-C and ta-
C indicate, respectively, nanocrystalline graphite, amorphous carbon and tetrahedral amorphous
carbon; (b) schematic diagram of factors affecting the height and position of the diagnostic D and
G bands in the Raman spectra of DLC. Reproduced with permission [116]. Copyright year 2000,
American Physical Society, APS. from APS.

The transformation from crystalline graphite (100% sp2-C) to ta-C (100% sp3-C, de-
fected diamond) proceeds along the steps depicted in Figure 6a, while Figure 6b schemati-
cally shows how other factors such as the degree of clustering and bond disorder can affect
the ID/IG ratio and the G peak shift.

4. PLD of Graphene

While in DLC the main goal of PLD techniques is promoting a transition from thermo-
dynamically stable graphite, where C is sp2-hybridized, to kinetically favored diamond,
where C is sp3-hybridized, the deposition of graphene aims to generate sheets of C atoms
with purely sp2 hybridization with a honeycomb arrangement.

Since its discovery in the 2000s [117,118], and thanks to its unique electronic, thermal,
mechanical and chemical properties, graphene has been attracting extremely intense re-
search interest aiming to synthetize this C allotrope with exceptional heat and electricity
conductivity, optical transparency and strength with a vast array of potential applications
in the most disparate fields (some of which are briefly summarized in Table 2).
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Table 2. Mechanical, thermal and optical properties of single-layer graphene and a list of possible
applications [119,120].

Properties of Single-Layer Graphene Applications

High mechanical strength (42 N/m)
• Wear-resistant coatings
• Enhanced construction materials

High elastic modulus (1 TPa) • Flexible, wearable electronics

High specific surface area (2630 m2/g)
• Electrode material
• Gas sensors

High carrier mobility (2 × 105 cm2/V*s)
• Fast electronics
• Supercapacitors

High transparency (97.7%)
• Transparent protective coatings
• Transparent photovoltaics

High thermal conductivity (5000 W/m*K)

• High-heat-dissipation coatings
• Improved heat management and

distribution

Chemical stability
Biocompatibility
Resistance to oxidation and corrosion

• Biosensors
• Anti-biofilm coatings
• Anti-corrosion coatings

Hydrophobicity • Water-repellent coatings

The properties of multilayer graphene approach those of bulk graphite when the
number of layers exceeds 5; therefore, significant research efforts are aimed at developing
chemical and physical methods for the deposition of few-layer or, ideally, monolayer
graphene films.

The main techniques that are currently employed to produce graphene include exfolia-
tion of graphite (either by mechanical or chemical means), CVD and reduction of graphene
derivatives such as graphene oxide and fluorographene via chemical, electrochemical,
thermal or photocatalytic routes [119] (and references therein).

In addition to the general features mentioned in Section 1, PLD has some specific
advantages when compared to CVD and other PVD methods which are particularly useful
for the deposition of graphene. These include the good adhesion to the substrate, milder de-
position conditions (specifically, lower substrate temperature and lower vacuum) and better
film stoichiometry control, including when dopants need to be incorporated into the grow-
ing film. Moreover, with respect to more traditional methods such as mechanical exfoliation
and CVD, PLD enables the growth of graphene films on relatively large areas, on virtually
any kind of substrate and with a higher growth rate, thus providing a comparatively facile
and inexpensive route to the desired material [34] (and references therein).

The following sections describe the main PLD methods that have been reported in the
literature for the deposition of graphene and its derivatives (graphene oxide, hydrogenated
graphene, doped graphene), with a focus on the experimental parameters that have proved
able to provide fewer-layer, higher-quality films.

4.1. PLD of Graphene with and without Metal Catalysts

Two main approaches have been tested for PLD of graphene: one that involves the
use of metallic catalysts deposited on the substrate in different phases of the film growth,
and one that proceeds without catalysts. The latter approach is particularly attractive as
it eliminates the need to transfer the deposited graphene film and to grow it, in principle,
directly on any desired substrate (e.g., pure and doped Si, SiO2 and fused silica [121–129],
sapphire [130], copper [131–133], glass [134]). In fact, considerations such as substrate–film
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lattice mismatch and film–substrate adhesion should, as usual with thin-film deposition
techniques, always be considered when producing usable films for specific applications is
the goal.

In this view, it has often been observed that higher-quality graphene films, featuring
fewer defects and a reduced number of layers, can be grown with metallic catalysts, and
this experimental approach is, therefore, more common. For this reason, and due to the
specificities of the mechanisms of graphene growth in the presence of catalysts, in the
remainder of this section the discussion will describe PLD of graphene with catalysts
in more detail than the catalyst-free approach. The results of the catalyst-free articles
referenced above will be addressed also in the following sections, along with the effect of
the additional experimental parameters investigated in these works.

The most widespread catalyst for PLD of graphene is Ni, which is deposited as a
thin film on the substrate, typically via PLD, thermal evaporation or sputtering. Two
main relative arrangements of graphene and Ni are possible, i.e., the catalyst can be
deposited either (1) directly on the substrate prior to the deposition of graphene [134–138]
or (2) subsequently, on top of the graphene layer [139–141]. Some authors also used a
double-layer geometry, i.e., they carried out the Ni/graphene deposition process twice
and obtained two superposed catalyst/film layers [142]. This enabled depositing smoother
catalytic layers with fewer grain boundaries and, in turn, graphene films with large area
and low density of defects.

In all these cases, as well as in the absence of catalysts, the substrate temperature
and its controlled variations play a crucial role in defining the properties of the deposited
graphene films. The substrate is usually kept at high temperature (from several hundreds
of ◦C up to 1300 ◦C, though room-temperature depositions have also been reported) so to
provide the C plasma species impinging on the substrate with enough kinetic energy to
reach thermodynamically stable sites, bond on the graphene sheet edge and grow ordered
few-layer graphene rather than forming randomly oriented covalent bonds.

The latter behavior is often observed at low substrate temperatures and is associated
with higher density of defects and an increasingly amorphous character, as evidenced by
various microscopy techniques and Raman spectroscopy (see, for example, [123,125,127,130].

After the deposition, a sequence of thermal annealing and subsequent cooling is carried
out, which serves a different purpose depending on the chosen catalyst/graphene film
configuration. When the carbon film is grown directly on the substrate and then covered
with the catalyst film (Figure 7a), the thermal treatment allows first the diffusion of carbon
atoms through the metallic layer (annealing) and then, in the cooling phase, it promotes
the precipitation and formation of the graphene film by exploiting the temperature-related
decrease in solubility of C into Ni [143,144]. In the opposite configuration, where the
catalyst film is deposited first, the thermal treatment is used to convert the amorphous
carbon film, initially formed on top of the Ni layer and containing an amorphous mixture
of sp2- and sp3-C, into few-layer graphene. Moreover, by heating the Ni layer during the C
layer deposition, the grain size of the Ni film can be increased, thus in turn promoting the
formation of graphene films with larger grain size and fewer layers.

While some authors reported the growth of graphene films at relatively low (250 ◦C, on
Sn [145]) or room temperature (on composite Ni-Cu catalytic substrates [146]), higher sub-
strate temperature is generally reported as resulting in higher-quality graphene films [34].

Another important parameter to control during the post-deposition thermal treatment
is the cooling rate. In [147], it was shown that—not only with Ni, by far the most widespread
catalyst for PLD of graphene, but also with other metals (e.g., Co)—increasing the cooling
rates ensured better quality films with fewer layers and lower defect density. On the other
hand, both substrate temperature and cooling rate appear to require careful optimization to
identify the optimal range of values, since it was also observed that no graphene formation
could be obtained with very high cooling rate (i.e., 100 ◦C/min) [147] and that the benefits
of increasing the substrate temperature and annealing conditions were not universal but,
rather, substrate-dependent [135,139].
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Since the precipitation of a continuous graphene film on top of the catalyst layer is
due to the diffusion of C atoms in the metallic layer [147], the relative thickness of the two
layers is also an important parameter that can be optimized by acting on laser parameters
(repetition rate, fluence) and deposition conditions (ablation time, thickness of the catalyst
layer, annealing temperature). In [136], for example, it was observed that a low C-to-Ni
thickness ratio produced the desired few-layer graphene (down to two layers), while
multilayer graphene was obtained with a higher C-to-Ni thickness ratio. Bilayer graphene
(and a small percentage of monolayer graphene) was also deposited in [126], where the
authors found that the best conditions to deposit bilayer graphene combined an optimal
amorphous C-to-Ni thickness ratio with high-temperature and rapid annealing.

Among the studies that report the formation of graphene films at low or room tem-
perature, some introduced additional experimental variables in the standard deposition
technique. For example, Larki et al. [138] found that, thanks to the effect exerted by mag-
netic fields on the plasma plume species, by using stronger stationary magnets they could
produce fewer-layer, fewer-defect graphene films than with weaker magnets or without
magnetic fields at all.

The effect of adding a supporting DC bias to the substrate holder was investigated
in [148], where the authors aimed to deposit n-doped graphene-like carbon nitride films
by carrying out the deposition in a N2-containing atmosphere. While improving the N
incorporation in the growing film, the DC bias was found to negatively affect the overall
quality of the film in terms of increased disorder and deterioration of the film’s electrical
properties.

In general, introducing a background gas and tailoring its composition proved a
very efficient strategy for the room-temperature deposition of graphene and graphene
oxide [125,133], as will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.

4.2. Effect of Laser Parameters and Deposition Conditions

The use of PLD for graphene synthesis is a rather recent implementation of this
technique. Therefore, while the effect of laser parameters such as wavelength, pulse
amplitude and repetition rate for DLC has been studied by several groups throughout
the decades, and clear indications have emerged about the most suitable conditions for
the deposition of this material, in the case of graphene the implications of different laser
sources on the quality of the growing film have not yet unequivocally been elucidated.

The first attempts at the growth of graphene films were made with the fundamental
and second harmonic of nanosecond Nd:YAG lasers (respectively, 1064 nm and
532 nm) [121,122,149,150], and several recent works have also employed them [134,135,151,152].

Recent research on PLD of graphene has also largely explored UV laser sources; in
particular, KrF excimer lasers at 248 nm [123,124,126,127,131,132,137–139,141,153] and,
occasionally, the higher harmonics of Nd:YAG lasers (355 nm [129], 266 nm [133]). The
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reports of graphene films grown with femtosecond lasers, mostly Ti:Sapphire at 800 nm, are
also sporadic [140,148], as they do not appear to provide significant advantages with respect
to longer-pulse sources, while remaining generally more expensive and less user-friendly.

Parameters such as laser fluence and repetition rate are optimized in each experiment
and with the specific employed setup, but some general trends can be inferred as to how
some experimental parameters can affect the graphene film. As mentioned in the previous
section, evidence has emerged that controlling the number of laser pulses reaching the
target (by acting on the laser repetition rate and the ablation time) can affect the C-to-metal
thickness ratio and is therefore key to obtaining few-layer graphene films [131,136].

The recent study by Wang et al. [132] reported the deposition of monolayer and bilayer
graphene on a crystalline Cu substrate with a KrF laser by acting on two main parameters:
substrate temperature and laser fluence. Based on their results, the authors suggested
the existence of a threshold value for the laser fluence, which determines the number of
graphene layers in the deposited film. This is due to changes in the amount of kinetic
energy of the C plasma species and, consequently, in the balance between their diffusion
and condensation at the substrate surface. Below the threshold, the deposited films mostly
consisted of high-quality monolayer graphene because the deposited C atoms forming the
first graphene “islands” have enough energy to diffuse and join other islands rather than
grow on top of underlying forming layers. On the other hand, above the threshold, the
formation of bilayer graphene prevails because, due to the higher laser density, the number
of incoming C atoms also increases and condensation dominates over diffusion.

The possible existence of a laser energy threshold is also suggested by the work of
Ershov et al. [151,152], which showed that increasing the energy density of a 20 ns Nd:YAG
laser caused an increase in defects and the formation of smaller sp2 crystallites in graphenic
films deposited on metallic and metal-oxide substrates. These works, unlike most other
examples of PLD of graphene and graphene-like materials, were not carried out in vacuum
or a reduced pressure atmosphere, but in He at atmospheric pressure, and by using a
sacrificial nanocarbon tape as the target rather than graphite.

Sarath Kumar and Alshareef [127] showed that, in the absence of a catalyst, the higher
fluence of a 20 ns KrF laser produced graphene films with fewer layers and more defects,
irrespective of the employed substrate. On the other hand, the number of layers and density
of defects showed a strong dependence on the substrate temperature, with no graphene
films grown at temperatures lower than 700 ◦C.

Figure 8 summarizes the effects of various experimental parameters on the number of
layers of graphene deposited by PLD. Two examples of Raman spectra of multilayer and
monolayer graphene are also reported, which display the three most diagnostic spectral features,
i.e., the D, G and 2D bands (around, respectively, 1360 cm−1, 1580 cm−1 and 2730 cm−1).

The origin of D and G bands has already been discussed in Section 3.4. The 2D band
(also known as G’ band) is closely related to the formation of graphene, and its shape
(particularly, symmetry—or lack thereof—and number of convoluted sub-peaks forming
the overall band) and intensity ratio to the G band (I2D/IG) provide an indication of the
number of graphene layers. Generally speaking, the higher the I2D/IG value, the lower
the number of graphene layers. Values of I2D/IG lower than ~0.3 indicate the formation
of multilayer graphene, while values higher than ~0.4 signal the formation of few-layer
graphene (<5 layers). Monolayer graphene has I2D/IG >0.5 and a 2D band that is made up
by a single peak, while bilayer graphene is made up by four sub-peaks [154].
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Figure 8. Summary of the effect of experimental parameters on the kind of graphene deposited by
PLD. The parameters listed on the left can promote the growth of multilayer graphene, while those
on the right enable the formation of mono- and bilayer graphene (usually the desired outcome).
The Raman spectra of both kinds of graphene, reported at the bottom, display the typical D, G
and 2D graphene bands. The I2D/IG ratio provides a direct indication of the number of layers, as
higher I2D/IG values correspond to fewer layers (see text for details). Raman spectra images adapted
from [136].

4.3. PLD of Graphene Derivatives

As described in the previous section, deposition of pristine graphene is usually carried
out in vacuum, but several works report using a background gas, especially when the goal
is incorporating dopants in the growing film or producing graphene derivatives.

N-doped graphene was obtained by carrying out the deposition in a nitrogen atmo-
sphere, both with a Ni catalyst layer [137,140,148] and without metallic catalysts [124,153].
It is worth mentioning that both n-doped and p-doped graphene have also been obtained
by co-ablation of nitrogen/boron and carbon targets [155], or ablation of carbon targets
containing the desired dopant [140], rather than using nitrogen/boron-containing reactants
as gaseous precursors as is usual in CVD.

The amount of incorporated dopant can be tailored either by controlling the pressure
of the gas, in cases when the deposition is carried out in a gaseous atmosphere containing
the desired dopant, or by controlling the ablation time and stoichiometry of the dopant-
containing target. Multilayer graphene oxide [125] and hydrogenated graphene [123] have
been grown catalyst-free by using, respectively, oxygen and hydrocarbons (e.g., CH4) as
background gases. Both works studied the effect of substrate temperature on the deposited
films while keeping all other experimental parameters constant and confirmed that, at
low temperatures, the deposited material tends to be an amorphous mixture of sp2/sp3-C
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rather than graphenic in nature. In [125], graphene oxide was produced only at substrate
temperatures of 400 ◦C and higher, while lower temperatures promoted the formation of
amorphous C films with lower crystallinity and different wettability behavior (hydrophilic
as opposed to the usual hydrophobic character of graphene oxide). Similarly, in [123], when
the substrate temperature was increased from room temperature to 400 ◦C, a transition
took place from amorphous hydrogenated C films to a hydrogenated graphene structure,
while a further temperature increase caused film dehydrogenation and a higher number
of defects.

Sarath Kumar and Alshareef [127] found that graphene could be grown catalyst-free
and at high substrate temperature, but only in 20 mTorr Ar, while the same pressure of
oxygen led to the formation of graphitic oxides entirely devoid of the Raman spectral
signatures of graphene and graphene-like films. In a subsequent work, they tested both Ar
and N2 as background gases, at the same pressure, and were able to deposit p-doped and
n-doped graphene and to produce an entirely PLD-deposited, graphene-based diode [153].

Unlike that reported in [127], the use of variable mixtures of Ar and O2 at fixed total
pressure of 20 mTorr was found to be highly beneficial in the recent investigation by
Juvaid et al. [133], who developed a single-step, catalyst-free, no-annealing process for
the deposition of reduced graphene oxide on various metals and semiconductors with
the fourth harmonic of a nanosecond Nd:YAG laser (266 nm). By finely tuning the partial
pressures of the two gases, the authors found that the optimal conditions for the growth of
highly homogeneous reduced graphene oxide films were those with O2 partial pressure
lower than 2 mTorr, which allowed for maximizing the sp2-C amount in the film and
benefited from the reduced kinetic energy of C plasma species due to the relatively high
partial pressure of the inert gas (18 mTorr).

Some groups have also proposed an interesting kind of graphene-derived material,
i.e., graphene films functionalized with nanoparticles (NPs) to obtain hybrid materials
with enhanced catalytic, electric and sensing properties with respect to the pristine mate-
rial [156]. Tite et al. [141] used a typical PLD experimental configuration (high vacuum, Si
substrate, Ni catalyst deposited on top of the carbon film, excimer nanosecond laser) to pre-
pare few-layer graphene films by depositing amorphous carbon films and then annealing
them. They then decorated the obtained films by drop-casting Au NP colloidal solutions
and, thus, produced substrates for Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) with good
spectroscopic enhancement capabilities.

Porous graphene layers with increased catalytic activity for methanol dissociation
were instead prepared in [157], where the authors deposited ceria NPs via PLD onto
CVD-produced graphene films.

5. PLD of Carbyne/Carbon-Atom Wires (CAW)

The third hybridization that carbon atoms can acquire is sp. While the allotropes
in which C atoms have sp2 and sp3 hybridizations are nowadays well known and the
existence of several of their derivatives has been experimentally and theoretically proved,
the same may not be said for the still hypothetical C allotrope having an sp hybridization.

The literature has referred to this elusive material with various names, of which the
most recurrent are carbyne and carbon-atom wires, while chaoite or white carbon indicate
natural or synthetic minerals made of mostly sp-carbon. Carbyne is a (hypothetical) 1D
material formed by single carbon atom chains with sub-nanometric diameter and infinite
length, while real-life 1D wires of finite lengths are referred to as carbon-atom wires (CAW).

Two possible bonding schemes are possible, i.e., alternating single and triple bonds,
such as in polyynes, and consecutive double bonds between each carbon atom, such as in
cumulenes (Figure 9).
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Despite the existence of this material in the condensed phase is still disputed, and
it is therefore very far from being potentially exploited for practical applications as is
already happening for its sp2- and sp3-hybridized counterparts, carbyne is still worth a
brief mention in this review, since laser-based methods are among those employed in the
quest for this yet unknown carbon allotrope. For details about the structure, properties and
detection of CAW, interested readers may refer to two recent papers by Casari et al., one
review [36] and one perspective article [158].

In addition to bottom-up synthetic routes [36] (and references therein), several laser-
based methods have also been proposed to produce carbynous materials. These methods
include laser irradiation of graphite targets in a vacuum or inert gas background [159–161]
and actual PLD on a substrate [162,163]. Finally, stable colloidal solutions of polyyne wires,
which can be considered carbyne precursors, have been obtained by Pulsed Laser Ablation
in Liquids (PLAL) where, as briefly mentioned in Section 1, the laser beam generates a
plasma at the surface of a submerged target. The plasma generated in PLAL, therefore,
expands against a liquid bulk, forming cavitation bubbles and generating a peculiar reaction
environment with extreme conditions of pressure and temperature [58–60].

For the synthesis of polyynes, this technique has been applied by ablating either
submerged graphite targets [164,165] or liquid dispersions of carbon-containing nanoma-
terials [166–169]. The main advantage of laser-based techniques with respect to chemical
synthesis of polyynes is the fact that they are scalable and experimentally more flexible
and safer (CAWs are extremely unstable materials [170]), though the tradeoff is that the
obtained materials are usually not pure sp-C, but rather mixtures of varying percentages of
sp-C embedded in sp2-C or sp3-C matrices.

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

The extraordinary flexibility of PLD has been its boon and bane in the field of material
science. On one hand, the possibility of independently changing virtually all experimental
parameters, such as laser features (wavelength, irradiance/fluence, pulse amplitude),
background gas (kind, composition and pressure), target and substrate (chemical nature,
temperature, distance and relative deposition geometry), additional apparatus modules
(magnetic fields, multiple laser pulses, DC or RF discharges) can make the fine control of
the conditions and meaningful comparisons between research results of different groups
a rather complicated task. At the same time, it offers vast opportunities for tailoring the
deposition process and giving many important contributions both to applied material
science and to fundamental research.

In this article, these inherent characteristics of PLD have been reviewed within the
specific frame of the production of thin films of carbon-based materials, with a focus
on three representative examples of sp3, sp2 and sp hybridizations of this element, i.e.,
diamond-like carbon (DLC), graphene and carbyne.

DLC is one the most studied research applications of PLD, and this paper reviewed
the experimental trends that emerged in the literature of the last two decades to promote
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the sp2 → sp3 transition by laser ablation of graphite targets, with the goal being to
obtain films with mechanical and physical-chemical properties similar to natural diamond.
The discovery of graphene and its recognition as a carbon allotrope is a more recent
scientific endeavor, and PLD has demonstrated that it can successfully compete with well-
established chemical and physical deposition techniques to obtain high-quality films of
this extraordinary material. In fact, PLD of graphene and its derivatives (graphene oxide,
doped graphene) is an extremely active area of research in which the milder experimental
conditions and great tailorability of this technique can be expected to play an important
role in the future massive transition of graphene from research to everyday applications in
various industries (first and foremost, electronics and biomedical).

On the other hand, the so-called “lacking allotrope”—i.e., sp-hybridized carbyne
and its real-world counterpart, carbon atom wires (CAW)—is cutting-edge fundamental
research, since its existence as an actual carbon allotrope is still disputed. Research efforts
focusing on the production of sp-only carbon materials range from wet chemistry to
physical vapor deposition methods, and PLD and other laser-based techniques (PLAL
and laser evaporation) are providing important contributions in the search for this elusive
material.

From the industrial applications point of view, the deposition of thin films is an im-
portant technological niche, where PLD has nonetheless not yet acquired a primary role,
despite important progress having been demonstrated, especially for piezoelectric oxides
and ceramics for microelectronic [171] and photovoltaic [172] applications; tribological
coatings [173]; and 2D materials, including graphene, for high-performance photodetec-
tors [174]. This is likely due to two main inherent limitations, which have so far limited its
penetration in the industrial world and which future research should address in order to
promote the transition from small-scale research method to industry-ready mature technol-
ogy. These are its low throughput and the relative lack of standardization of experimental
apparatuses and conditions [31]. It can be envisioned that the commercial availability of
deposition chambers, which several companies are currently marketing both for research
labs and for large-area PLD, while possibly limiting the flexibility of the setup, will nonethe-
less significantly improve the reproducibility of results between different groups, thus
favoring the commercial diffusion of PLD. Improving the throughput—and, therefore,
the scalability—will likely require a concerted effort of PLD researchers to develop novel
experimental approaches and the laser industry to provide high-frequency laser sources
more suitable for the coverage of large areas with the desired thin films.

Finally, the possibility of carrying out online process diagnostics by optical emission
spectroscopy of the plasma plume (i.e., LIBS, also called LIPS in the atomic spectroscopy
literature) is an important advantage that should not be neglected. The experimental
conditions used for PLD (vacuum or sub-atmospheric pressure of reactive or inert gases)
are ideal for the observation of intense LIBS spectra which can provide extremely valuable
information about the plasma composition and evolution, which can in turn be used both
in the process optimization phase and in the online monitoring of the process itself, even in
industrial settings.
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